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He who is outside his door already has a hard part of his journey
behind him.
—Dutch proverb
In chapter 12, we explained how you can use PowerShell’s remoting capabilities to
monitor and manage remote computers. Now we’re going to switch from service consumer to remote service/application creator. Our goal is that, by the end of this chapter, you’ll be able to build your own custom remoting services with PowerShell. But
before you can start building those services, we need to look at some additional background material.
Our first topic is how PowerShell remoting works. We’ll pay special attention to
Web Services for Management (WSMan) and see how it fits into this infrastructure.
You’ll learn how to manage the Windows WSMan implementation using cmdlets
and the WSMan provider. This material will help you to understand and debug issues
in the infrastructure.
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If you want your services to be usable, among other aspects you need to be sure
that they’re secure and reliable. Among the factors related to security that you must
take into account are authentication (who’s connecting to the service) and authorization (what they’re allowed to do).
The other aspect—reliability—entails managing and controlling resource consumption. We looked at resource consumption from the user perspective when we
discussed command-level throttling in chapter 12. In this chapter, we’ll look at how
to control resource consumption from the application end.
Once we’re done with the background material, we’ll show you how to construct
services by building custom named remoting configurations that users can connect
to. We’ll explain how to create these configurations and how to define the set of commands these configurations expose. We’ll look at configurations with extended command sets where commands are added to the default set PowerShell that exposes and,
more important, how to restrict the set of commands that can be accessed through an
endpoint configuration. This second scenario is important because it allows you to
securely create applications like self-service kiosks. Let’s start with the infrastructure
investigation and see how you can achieve these goals.

13.1

REMOTING INFRASTRUCTURE IN DEPTH
Before you start building services and applications with PowerShell remoting, you
must develop a good understanding for how everything works. Understanding how
things work will help you design and deploy your services more effectively. You’ll have
the knowledge to make sure your services are available to the service consumer, and
you’ll be able to effectively debug what’s gone wrong when something doesn’t work
the way it’s expected.
We’ll begin our infrastructure exploration by looking at the protocol stack—the
layers of networking technology used to enable PowerShell remoting. Because basic
connectivity for PowerShell remoting is provided by the WSMan layer, the next thing
we’ll explore are the cmdlets that you can use to configure and manage WSMan.
Then we’ll describe how authentication is handled, both from the client and from
the servers’ perspective. We’ll look at how targets are addressed and the concerns that
you need to be aware of in this area. Finally, we’ll end this section by looking at managing connection-related issues such as resource consumption. These topics will help
you build your services in such a way that your end user can depend on them. Let’s
begin by looking at the protocol stack.

13.1.1

The PowerShell remoting protocol stack
Most networked applications are built on top of multiple layers of software, and PowerShell remoting is no different. In this section, we’ll describe the various components
used by PowerShell remoting.
For remoting to work, there must be layers of software to provide the transport
mechanism for sending messages between the client and the server. These layers are
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Figure 13.1 The PowerShell remoting protocol stack. The PowerShell Remoting Protocol (MS-PSRP) is based on industry-standard “firewall friendly” protocols simplifying deployment in an enterprise environment.

called the protocol layers, which are organized in a protocol stack. Within this stack,
higher layers build on the services provided by the lower layers. For PowerShell
remoting, there are five layers to the stack. The top layer is MS-PSRP, the PowerShell
Remoting Protocol. MS-PSRP is built on top of WSMan. WSMan is, in turn, built on
top of the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). SOAP is built on top of the Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP), or more precisely, Secure HTTP (HTTPS), and
finally the hypertext transfer protocols are in turn based on TCP/IP. The complete
stack of protocols is shown in figure 13.1.
The PowerShell Remoting Protocol uses Microsoft’s implementation of the
WSMan protocol, designated Web Services Management Protocol Extensions for Windows Vista (MS-WSMV) to establish a connection and transfer data between the client
and the server. MS-WSMV is built on top of the standard protocols shown in table 13.1.
Table 13.1
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The standard protocols used by PowerShell remoting

Protocol

Standards body

Specification

SOAP (Version 1.2)

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)

SOAP 1.2/1

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP/1.1)

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)

RFC 2616

HTTP over TLS

IETF

RFC 2818

Transmission Control Protocol

IETF

RFC 793

Internet Protocol

IETF

RFC 791
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Although MS-PSRP is a proprietary protocol, it’s fully documented and this documentation is freely available. The complete specification for the PowerShell remotingprotocol is available at http://mng.bz/b4eo.
Likewise, the complete documentation for the specific implementation of the
WSMan protocol that PowerShell uses for MS-WSMV is available at http://mng.bz/
92fo.
NOTE These protocols are made available under the Microsoft Communications Protocol Program. The goal of this program is to facilitate
to interoperation and communications natively with Windows Server
operating systems.

Protocol operation
When the user passes a PowerShell scriptblock to the remoting cmdlets for execution,
the scriptblock will first be encoded by the remoting layers as structured XML text.
(The structure, or schema, for this XML is documented in MS-PSRP.) The encoded
text is then sent to the target computer where it’s decoded or rehydrated into a pipeline that can be executed on the remote machine.
Along with the commands in the pipeline, the encoded pipeline needs to include
any arguments to the commands. Although encoding the commands is relatively
easy, encoding the arguments is more difficult because they can be any arbitrary type.
Here’s the issue you’ll run into: as mentioned in chapter 12, serializing an object so
you can get the same type of object at the destination requires that the type metadata
for that object be present on both ends of the connection. If the original type description doesn’t exist at the receiver, then the object can’t be completely rehydrated
because there’s no concrete type definition to rehydrate to. In the systems management world, this situation is quite common because servers tend to be assigned to different roles. For example, an Exchange server will have a different set of types than a
database server, and the client that’s managing both of these servers may not have any
of these types. To mitigate this problem, PowerShell takes a different approach to
sharing objects among different computers.
NOTE We say mitigate here because there really isn’t a perfect solution with an unbounded set of types. If you restrict the types, you lose
functionality, and if you require all types everywhere, systems become
unmanageably complex. By the way, you’ll see the term mitigate again
in chapter 21 when we discuss another problem that can’t be completely resolved: security.

Representing objects and types in the protocol
Instead of trying to accommodate all possible types, PowerShell defines a core set of
types that are required to be on both ends of the connection. Any object that’s one of
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these types will be rehydrated into the correct type. For any types that aren’t in this
core set, a different approach is used. These objects are “shredded” into property bags
of type PSObject. (We discussed PSObject at length in chapter 11.) The algorithm
for doing this is described in detail in section 2.2.5 of MS-PSRP. The types that are
serialized with fidelity are shown in table 13.2.
Table 13.2

The types that are serialized with fidelity by the PowerShell remoting protocol

MS-PSRP

Protocol element

Corresponding PowerShell/.NET type

2.2.5.1.1

String

[string]

2.2.5.1.2

Character

[char]

2.2.5.1.3

Boolean

[bool]

2.2.5.1.4

Date/Time

[DateTime]

2.2.5.1.5

Duration

[TimeSpan]

2.2.5.1.6

Unsigned Byte

[byte]

2.2.5.1.7

Signed Byte

[sbyte]

2.2.5.1.8

Unsigned Short

[uint16]

2.2.5.1.9

Signed Short

[int16]

2.2.5.1.10

Unsigned Int

[uint32]

2.2.5.1.11

Signed Int

[int32]

2.2.5.1.12

Unsigned Long

[int64]

2.2.5.1.13

Signed Long

[uint64]

2.2.5.1.14

Float

[float] or [single]

2.2.5.1.15

Double

[double]

2.2.5.1.16

Decimal

[decimal]

2.2.5.1.17

Array of Bytes

[byte[]]

2.2.5.1.18

GUID

[Guid]

2.2.5.1.19

URI

[Uri]

2.2.5.1.20

Null Value

$null

2.2.5.1.21

Version

[Version]

2.2.5.1.22

XML Document

[xml]

2.2.5.1.23

ScriptBlock

[ScriptBlock]

2.2.5.1.24

Secure String

[System.Security.SecureString]

2.2.5.1.25

Progress Record

[System.Management.Automation.ProgressRecord]

2.2.5.2.7

Enums

[int32]

There are also some types of collections that are serialized with some level of fidelity.
These types are listed in table 13.3.
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Table 13.3

Collection types handled by the serializer

Protocol
type

Encoded type

Decoded type

Stack

[System.Collections.Stack]

[System.Collections.Stack]

Queue

[System.Collections.Queue]

[System.Collections.Queue]

List

[System.Collections.IList]

[System.Collections.ArrayList]

Dictionaries

[System.Collections.IDictionary] [hashtable]

Note that table 13.3 lists different types for encoding and decoding in two cases: List
and Dictionary. In case you’re wondering what that means, here’s an explanation. On
the sender’s side, any object that implements the IList interface will be encoded as
List when serialized. On the receiver’s side, PowerShell will always decode the collection into an instance of type System.Collections.ArrayList. For example:
PS (1) > $r = Invoke-Command localhost {
>>
,(1,2,3)
>>
}
>>

In this example, you’re sending a collection of integers through the remoting layer.
NOTE The leading comma in this example is not a typo. The unary
comma operator (see section 5.2) wraps its argument in a one-element
array. This is necessary to make sure the array is passed as a single array
object instead of as a sequence of numbers.

Let’s look at the type of object the receiver actually gets:
PS (2) > $r.GetType().FullName
System.Collections.ArrayList

Even though you send a simple array of numbers, the remoting layer decoded it into
an ArrayList. This behavior applies to more complex list types as well. In the next
example, you’re sending a generic collection of integers. This collection also comes
back as System.Collections.ArrayList on the receiving end:
PS (3) > $r = Invoke-Command localhost {
>>
$l = New-Object System.Collections.Generic.List[int]
>>
1..10 | %{ $l.Add($_) }
>>
,$l
>>
}
>>
PS (4) > $r.GetType().FullName
System.Collections.ArrayList

Similarly, any .NET type that implements the interface System.Collections
.IDictionary will be encoded as Dictionary and decoded into [hashtable].
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When you’re sending an object that isn’t in the known type pool, you get a property bag back instead of an instance of the original type. For example, let’s return a
Process object through the remoting channel:
PS (1) > $r = Invoke-Command localhost { (Get-Process csrss)[0] }

Now look at the output:
PS (2) > $r | fl
Id
Handles
CPU
Name
PSComputerName

:
:
:
:
:

568
956
39.0626504
csrss
localhost

It appears to return the same set of members as a real Process object would, but
there are some differences. For example, look at the VM property:
PS (3) > $r | Get-Member vm
TypeName: Deserialized.System.Diagnostics.Process
Name MemberType
Definition
---- ------------------VM
NoteProperty System.Int32 VM=77340672

Now compare this output to a real Process object:
PS (4) > Get-Process | Get-Member vm
TypeName: System.Diagnostics.Process
Name MemberType
Definition
---- ------------------VM
AliasProperty VM = VirtualMemorySize

In the deserialized case, the type of the object is shown prefixed with Deserialized
and the VM property is a NoteProperty containing a fixed integer value. On the live
Process object, you see that the VM property is an alias that points to the VirtualMemorySize property on the object. Another difference is that the deserialized object
has fewer members on it:
PS (5) > ($r | Get-Member).count
66
PS (6) > (Get-Process csrss | Get-Member).count
90

In particular, the deserialized object has only one method in it, ToString()
PS (7) > @($r | Get-Member -type method).count
1

as opposed to the live object, which has the full set of methods defined for the type:
PS (8) > @(Get-Process csrss | Get-Member -type method).count
19
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Because the object isn’t live (meaning that there’s no connection to the Process
object, it was derived from on the remote machine), propagating the methods makes
no sense. And, for performance reasons, not all the properties are included and, if an
included property is itself a complex type, the deserialized version may only contain
the ToString() of the value of the live property. This compression of properties is
done to reduce the amount of information transmitted, thereby improving performance in the remoting layer.
This approach works well in that it allows for easy operation between the various
clients and servers but with the downside that a certain amount of information is lost.
But because of the way PowerShell parameter binding works, this “lossy serialization”
isn’t usually a problem. PowerShell functions and cmdlets don’t care what type the
object is as long as the required properties are there.
Now that you have a good grasp of how the PowerShell protocol layer works, let’s
move down the protocol stack to the WSMan layer. We won’t be digging into the
details of the protocol itself—that’s beyond the scope of this chapter. What you really
need to know is how the WSMan layer is managed, so that’s what we’ll focus on.
13.1.2

Using the WSMan cmdlets and providers
Because PowerShell remoting is built on top of Microsoft’s implementation of
WSMan, in this section we’ll look at configuring and managing the WSMan service
on a computer. The management interface for WSMan is exposed through cmdlets
and through the WSMan provider, which implements the WSMan: drive. The
WSMan cmdlets are listed in table 13.4.
Table 13.4

Cmdlets for working with WSMan

Cmdlet name

Description

Test-WSMan

Submits an identification request that determines whether the WinRM
service is running on a local or remote computer. If the tested computer is running the service, the cmdlet displays the WSMan identity
schema, protocol version, product vendor, and the product version of
the tested service.

Connect-WSMan
Disconnect-WSMan

The Connect-WSMan cmdlet establishes a persistent connection to
the WinRM service on a remote computer. Once the connection is
established, the remote computer will appear as a subdirectory of the
root directory of the WSMan: drive. Use the Disconnect-WSMan
cmdlet to terminate the connection to the remote computer.

Get-WSManCredSSP
Enable-WSManCredSSP
Disable-WSManCredSSP

The Get-WSManCredSPP cmdlet gets the Credential Security Service
Provider (CredSSP) status for the machine on which it is run. The output shows the machines status for both the client role (will or won’t
forward credentials) and the server role (will or won’t accept forwarded credentials). Use the Enable-WSManCredSSP cmdlet to
enable the CredSSP delegation on either the client or server. Use the
Disable-WSManCredSSP to disable CredSSP on a server.

New-WSManSessionOption

Creates a WSMan session option hashtable, which can be passed into
WSMan cmdlets, including Connect-WSMan.
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You’ll how to use these cmdlets in the next few sections.
Testing WSMan connections
You can use the Test-WSMan cmdlet to see if the WSMan connection to your target
host is working:
PS (1) > Test-WSMan brucepay64h
wsmid

: http://schemas.dmtf.org/wbem/wsman/identity/1/
wsmanidentity.xsd
ProtocolVersion : http://schemas.dmtf.org/wbem/wsman/1/wsman.xsd
ProductVendor
: Microsoft Corporation
ProductVersion : OS: 0.0.0 SP: 0.0 Stack: 2.0

In the output of the command, you see that the WSMan service is running and available on the target machine.
Establishing a remote WSMan connection
Once you’ve verified that the service is available, you can use the Connect-WSMan
cmdlet to connect to the target service. Run the following:
PS (2) > Connect-WSMan brucepay64h

The prompt returns immediately without displaying any information. So how can
you check to see if the connection was created? This is where the WSMan: drive comes
into the picture. This drive lets you examine and manipulate the WSMan service using
the normal provider cmdlets. Start by looking at the contents of that drive using the
dir command:
PS (3) > dir wsman:\
WSManConfig:
ComputerName
-----------brucepay64h
localhost

Type
---Container
Container

Here you see the connection you just created. Now get more details about the connected computer:
PS (5) > dir wsman:\brucepay64h | ft -auto
WSManConfig: Microsoft.WSMan.Management\WSMan::brucepay64h
Name
---MaxEnvelopeSizekb
MaxTimeoutms
MaxBatchItems
MaxProviderRequests
Client
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Value
----150
60000
32000
4294967295
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System.String
System.String
System.String
Container
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Service
Shell
Listener
Plugin
ClientCertificate

Container
Container
Container
Container
Container

Digging further, you can obtain information about the Shell container:
PS (6) > dir wsman:\brucepay64h\shell | ft -auto
WSManConfig: Microsoft.WSMan.Management\WSMan::brucepay64h\Shell
Name
---AllowRemoteShellAccess
IdleTimeout
MaxConcurrentUsers
MaxShellRunTime
MaxProcessesPerShell
MaxMemoryPerShellMB
MaxShellsPerUser

Value
----true
180000
5
2147483647
15
150
5

Type
---System.String
System.String
System.String
System.String
System.String
System.String
System.String

A WSMan shell, though not identical to a PowerShell session, encapsulates each
PowerShell session when a user connects—one shell per connection, so MaxShellsPerUser controls how many remote connects a user may have to a machine. It’s
worth spending some time exploring the WSMan: drive as we’ll be returning to it a
number of times throughout the rest of this section. Our next topic is authentication;
you’ll see how both the target computer and connecting user are verified.
13.1.3

Authenticating the target computer
When you’re performing remote operations on a machine, these operations may
involve transmitting sensitive information to the target computer. As a consequence,
you need to ensure that the machine you’re connecting to is the one you think it is. In
this section, we’ll show you how to manage verifying server identity when working in
a nondomain environment.
In a domain environment, you’ve already established a trust relationship with the
domain controller you’re connected to. If the target computer is also connected to
the same domain controller (that is, it has verified its identity to the domain controller), then you can rely on the domain controller to ensure that you’re connecting to
the correct machine. But if you’re either not working in a domain environment or
the target computer isn’t connected to the same domain controller, then you need an
alternate mechanism for establishing trust. We’ll look at two mechanisms for addressing this problem: using HTTPS and using the TrustedHosts WSMan configuration
item. First, though, you need to make sure that passwords are set up on the machines
you’re connecting to. The system won’t allow you to connect to an account without a
password.
Once you have the account password, authenticating to the server is easy—you
just use the -Credential parameter and send your credentials to the target server. In
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this case, it’s extremely important to know what system you’re connecting to as you
certainly don’t want to send passwords to the wrong machine. The first mechanism
we’ll look at involves using HTTPS and certificates.
Using HTTPS to establish server identity
One way of validating the identity of the target computer is to use HTTPS when connecting to that computer. This works because, in order to establish an HTTPS connection, the target server must have a valid certificate installed where the name in the
certificate matches the server name. As long as the certificate is signed by a trusted
certificate authority, you know that the server is the one it claims to be. Unfortunately, this process does require that you have a valid certificate, issued either by a
commercial or local certificate authority. This is an entirely reasonable requirement in
an enterprise environment but may not always be practical in smaller or informal
environments.
If you aren’t able to obtain a valid certificate, then you’ll have to use a different
mechanism for letting the remoting service know that you trust the target computer.
This involves manually adding the target computer to the TrustedHosts list on the
client. We’ll review how to do that in the next section.
Using the TrustedHosts list
The TrustedHosts list is a WSMan configuration item that lists the names of target
computers you trust. We looked at TrustedHosts briefly in chapter 12 (section
12.1.4). To review, the TrustedHosts list is a string containing a comma-separated
list of computer names, IP addresses, and fully qualified domain names. Wildcards
are permitted to make it easy to specify groups of computers you want to trust.
We’ll repeat the steps used in chapter 12, but this time we’ll explain things in
more detail. The easiest way to view or change the TrustedHosts list is to use the
WSMan: drive. The TrustedHosts configuration item for a machine is in the
WSMan:\<machine name>\Client node. For the local machine this is WSMan:\localhost\Client. To view the current TrustedHosts list, use the Get-Item cmdlet:
PS (1) > Get-Item wsman:\localhost\Client\TrustedHosts | Format-Table -auto
WSManConfig: Microsoft.WSMan.Management\WSMan::localhost\Client
Name
Value
Type
----------TrustedHosts brucepayx61,brucepay64h System.String

To set this item to a new value, use the Set-Item cmdlet:
PS (2) > Set-Item wsman:localhost\client\trustedhosts brucepay64h
WinRM Security Configuration.
This command modifies the TrustedHosts list for the WinRM
client. The computers in the TrustedHosts list might not be
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authenticated. The client might send credential information to
these computers. Are you sure that you want to modify this list?
[Y] Yes [N] No [S] Suspend [?] Help (default is "Y"): y

Because this operation affects the state of the system in a significant way (it has security implications), you’re prompted to confirm this action. If you didn’t want this
prompt, you’d use the -Force parameter. Now use Get-Item to confirm the change:
PS (3) > Get-Item wsman:\localhost\Client\TrustedHosts | Format-Table -auto
WSManConfig: Microsoft.WSMan.Management\WSMan::localhost\Client
Name
Value
Type
----------TrustedHosts brucepay64h System.String

The old list was completely replaced by the new one. This may not be what you
want—you may want to just edit or append to the list. To do this, first retrieve the
current value:
PS (5) > $cv = Get-Item wsman:\localhost\Client\TrustedHosts
PS (6) > $cv.Value
brucepay64h

It’s what you set it to previously. Now add some additional hostnames to the list in
the Value key:
PS (7) > $cv.Value = $cv.Value + ', brucepayx61 , 192.168.1.13,bp3'
PS (8) > $cv.Value
brucepay64h,brucepayx61, 192.168.1.13,bp3

As mentioned earlier, both machine names and IP addresses are allowed in the list.
Now use Set-Item to assign the updated value:
PS (9) > Set-Item wsman:localhost\client\trustedhosts $cv.value `
>> -Force

Finally, verify the result:
>> Get-Item wsman:\localhost\Client\TrustedHosts | ft -auto
>>
WSManConfig: Microsoft.WSMan.Management\WSMan::localhost\Client
Name
Value
Type
----------TrustedHosts brucepay64h,brucepayx61,192.168.1.13,bp3 System.String

There’s a somewhat easier way to add items to the TrustedHosts list. The WSMan provider implements a -Concatenate dynamic parameter on the Set-Item cmdlet that allows you to add a new
host by using Set-Item -Concatenate.\TrustedHosts newHost.
Although this technique works, it’s unique to the WSMan provider and
inconsistent with the normal PowerShell command pattern, so it
NOTE
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doesn’t get mentioned very often. Supporting Set-Content and AddContent for this property would’ve been a better, more consistent
approach.
If you want to add all the computers in a particular domain, you can specify a wildcard (*) in the name you’re adding to the list. For example, the following command
sets the configuration element to a value that will trust all servers in the yourdomain.com domain:
Set-Item wsman:localhost\client\trustedhosts *.yourdomain.com -WhatIf

If you want to trust all computers, set the TrustedHosts configuration element to *,
which matches all computers in all domains. This approach isn’t generally recommended for security reasons.
You can also use this technique to add a computer to the TrustedHosts list on a
remote computer. You can use the Connect-WSMan cmdlet to add a node for the
remote computer to the WSMan: drive on the local computer. Then use a Set-Item
command to update that machine’s TrustedHosts configuration element.
Now you know how you should set things up so that your users can be confident
that they’re connecting to the correct service provider. The service provider is also
extremely interested in verifying the identity of the connecting users before allowing
them to access any services. That’s the topic of the next section.
13.1.4

Authenticating the connecting user
In the previous section, you saw how the client verifies the identity of the target computer. Now we’ll explore the converse of this—how the target computer verifies the
identity of the connecting user. PowerShell remoting supports a wide variety of ways
of authenticating a user, including NTLM and Kerberos. Each of these mechanisms
has its advantages and disadvantages. The authentication mechanism also has an
important impact on how data is transmitted between the client and the server.
Depending on how you authenticate to the server, the data passed between the client
and server may or may not be encrypted. Encryption is extremely important in that it
protects the contents of your communications with the server against tampering and
preserves privacy. If encryption isn’t being used, you need to ensure the physical security of your network. No untrusted access to the network can be permitted in this scenario. The possible types of authentication are shown in table 13.5.
Table 13.5
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The possible types of authentication available for PowerShell remoting

Auth type

Description

Encrypted payload

Default

Use the authentication method specified by the
WS-Management protocol.

Depends on what
was specified.

Basic

Use Basic Authentication, part of HTTP, where the username and No, use HTTPS to
password are sent unencrypted to the target server or proxy.
encrypt the
connection.
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Table 13.5

The possible types of authentication available for PowerShell remoting (continued)

Auth type

Description

Encrypted payload

Digest

Use Digest Authentication, which is also part of HTTP. This
mechanism supersedes Basic authentication and encrypts
the credentials.

Yes.

Kerberos

The client computer and the server mutually authenticate using
the Kerberos network authentication protocol.

Yes.

Negotiate

Negotiate is a challenge-response scheme that negotiates with Yes.
the server or proxy to determine the scheme to use for authentication. For example, negotiation is used to determine whether
the Kerberos protocol or NTLM is used.

CredSSP

Use Credential Security Service Provider (CredSSP) authentica- Yes.
tion, which allows the user to delegate credentials. This mechanism, introduced with Windows Vista, is designed to support the
second-hop scenario, where commands that run on one remote
computer need to hop to another computer to do something.

For all of the authentication types except Basic, the payload of the messages you send
is encrypted directly by the remoting protocol. If Basic authentication is chosen, you
have to use encryption at a lower layer, for example by using HTTPS instead of HTTP.
In simple network configurations, you only have to worry about connecting
directly to the target machine and authenticating to that computer. There’s a fairly
common configuration where things are more complicated and you have to go
through an intermediate machine before you can connect to the final target. This
configuration is the so-called “second-hop” scenario. We’ll look at how authentication is handled in this configuration next.
Forwarding credentials in multihop environments
In a domain environment, when a user connects from one computer to another, identity is validated by the domain controller. If the validation process completes successfully, a network token is created for those users, allowing them to operate as themselves
on the target machine.
This arrangement works perfectly when the user can connect directly to the target
computer, but that’s not always the case in an enterprise environment. Sometimes,
for security or performance reasons, you have to go through a gateway or bastion
server to get to your final target. In this scenario, you run into a problem with the
normal remote-access authentication mechanism. Because you only have a network
token on the second computer, you can’t directly connect to another computer. This
is a deliberate restriction in the domain architecture designed to limit the amount of
damage an attacker can inflict on the enterprise. An interactive token—what you get
when you sit down in front of a PC and log on “on the glass”—is required to automatically connect to another computer, and to create an interactive token, the user’s
credentials are needed. This means that you have to get the user’s credentials to the
second computer, a process that’s called credential forwarding.
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To accomplish this credential forwarding magic, PowerShell uses a mechanism
introduced with Windows Vista called CredSSP (Credential Security Service Provider). This mechanism was originally designed for Windows Terminal Server to
facilitate single sign-on. Since then, it has been expanded to work with web services as
well, so PowerShell, through WSMan, can take advantage of it. The CredSSP mechanism enables you to securely pass your credentials to a target machine via a trusted
intermediary. This process is shown in figure 13.2.
NOTE CredSSP is another of the protocols that are publicly documented through the Microsoft Communications Protocol Program.
The specification for CredSSP, designated MS-CSSP, is available at
http://mng.bz/q6Qo.

In the upper part of the figure, you see what happens when a user remotely connects
to the first-hop computer. A network token is created for the user, allowing local
access; but when they try to connect to the second machine, the connection fails. In
the lower sequence, CredSSP is enabled and the user has provided credentials to the
first-hop computer, allowing it to create an interactive token. With an interactive
token, the user can successfully connect to the second-hop computer.
For this delegation process to work, both the client and the server have to be
enabled to allow it. To do so, use the Enable-WSManCredSSP cmdlet. To enable the
client side, execute the following command on the client:
Enable-WSManCredSSP -Role client -DelegateComputer computername
Without CredSSP: credentials aren’t passed
Network
token can’t
go off-box ,
so second
hop fails
User connects
to target without
credential forwarding

Network token
created for user

With CredSSP: credentials are passed

User connects with
CredSSP enabled ;
credentials are
forwarded to
intermediate computer

CredSSP-enabled server
uses forwarded credentials
to create an interactive
token permitting remote
connections

Second hop succeeds ,
and user connects
to target computer

Figure 13.2 How second-hop authentication changes when CredSSP is used. Without
credential forwarding, the second hop fails because the user is operating with a network token. When CredSSP is enabled, the intermediate computer uses the forwarded
credentials to create an interactive token, allowing it to create remote connections.
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This command enables you to pass credentials from the client to the delegate computer
for authentication. To enable the server side, run the following command on the server:
Enable-WSManCredSSP -Role server

As you might expect, you have to run these commands from an elevated PowerShell
session.
Be aware that there are some security concerns with this mechanism. It requires
that the credentials be stored on the intermediate machine, even if only temporarily.
If that machine is compromised, these stored credentials are at risk. The more
machines that store credentials, the greater the potential risk of having credentials
stolen becomes. In a bastion server scenario, this may represent a serious concern and
so care must be taken in choosing when and where to use this feature.
There’s one more variation in our discussion of user authentication that we have to
cover before we move on: handling administrator privileges in cross-domain scenarios.
Enabling remoting for administrators in other domains
In a large enterprise with more than one domain, an administrator in one domain
may have to perform administrative tasks cross-domain and may encounter a problem with the way remoting works. Even when a user in another domain is a member
of the Administrators group on the local computer, the user can’t connect to the target computer remotely with Administrator privileges. The reason is that, with the
default settings, remote connections from other domains run with only standard user
privilege tokens. To enable what you want, you can use the LocalAccountTokenFilterPolicy Registry entry to change the default behavior and allow remote users
who are members of the Administrators group to run with Administrator privileges.
Allowing remote users who are members of the Administrators
group to run with Administrator privileges isn’t the default because
making this change has a specific security concern. Setting the
LocalAccountTokenFilterPolicy entry will disable User Account
Control (UAC) remote restrictions for all users on all affected computers. Make sure you’ve considered the consequences of this change
before proceeding with it.
NOTE

To change the policy you must define a new value at a specific place in the Registry.
You’ll use the provider commands and the Registry provider to make this change, setting the value of the LocalAccountTokenFilterPolicy Registry entry to 1. The
command to do this looks like this:
C:\PS> New-ItemProperty -Path `
HKLM:\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\System `
-Name LocalAccountTokenFilterPolicy `
-PropertyType DWord -Value 1
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This code will create the new LocalAccountTokenFilterPolicy value in the
Registry at the path
HKLM:\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\System

Once this change has been made, administrators from another domain will be able to
remotely access this computer through PowerShell.
At this point, you’re able to set things up so that the server can verify the identity
of the connecting user and the user can verify that they’re connected to the correct
server. Next you’ll learn the various ways you can address the target computer.
13.1.5

Addressing the remoting target
In this section we’ll look at how to specify the address of the target remoting service
that you want to connect to. With TCP/IP-based protocols, there are two parts to a
service address: the IP address of the computer and the network port number that service is operating on. We’ll examine both of these elements and also show how proxy
servers fit into the overall scheme.
DNS names and IP addresses
The typical way to address a computer is to use its name. This name is resolved
through the Domain Name Service (DNS) into an IP address. But sometimes it’s necessary to specify the IP address of a computer explicitly instead of going through
DNS. To permit this, the New-PSSession, Enter-PSSession, and InvokeCommand cmdlets can also take the IP address of the computer. But because Kerberos
authentication doesn’t support IP addresses, NTLM authentication is used by default
whenever you specify an IP address. In other words, you’re looking at the same issues
you encountered earlier when working in a nondomain environment. The IP
addresses for these machines must be added to the TrustedHosts list. See section
13.1.2 for details on how to do this.
Connecting to nondefault ports
By default, PowerShell connects to port 5985 for inbound remoting over HTTP and
to port 5986 for connections over HTTPS. This information can also be retrieved
directly from the WSMan: drive using the following command:
PS (1) > dir WSMan:\localhost\Service\DefaultPorts |
>> Format-Table -AutoSize name,value
Name
Value
-------HTTP
5985
HTTPS 5986

On the client end, when you need to connect to a nondefault port, use the -Port
parameter as follows:
Invoke-Command -ComputerName localhost -Port 5985 -ScriptBlock {hostname}
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On the server side, you can change the default port that the service listens on using
the WSMan: drive.
NOTE If you change the default port, you may also be required to add
a new firewall exception for that port.

You use the Set-Item cmdlet to change the Port value in the path WSMan:\localhost\Listener\<listener>\Port. For example, the following command changes the
default port to 8080:
Set-Item WSMan:\localhost\Listener\Listener_641507880\Port -Value 8080

You can verify the change using the dir command on the path WSMan:\localhost\Listener\Listener_641507880\Port.
Addressing using a URI
Given all this talk about HTTP, IP addresses, and ports, you might expect that a
machine can be addressed using a URI (or URL) just like a web server and this is, in
fact, the case. In the following example, you’ll use a URI to connect to the default service on machine1:
PS (1) > Invoke-Command `
>>
-ConnectionUri http://machine1:5985/WSMAN `
>> -Credential $c -ScriptBlock { hostname }
>>
machine1
PS (2) >

This URI tells Invoke-Command the protocol to use (HTTP), the machine name
(machine1), and the port (5985) to connect to, all in a single string.
Specifying default session options
It should be apparent by now that the number of options you can specify for a
connection is quite large. Specifying this option collection eventually becomes
cumbersome, so PowerShell provides a mechanism for predefining the options to
use via the New-PSSession-Option cmdlet. This cmdlet will create an object that
contains the default values to use. If this object is then stored in the variable
$PSSessionOption, it’ll be used to set the defaults for subsequent connection.
You’ll see an example of this in a minute.
The other approach for managing sets of options is to assign them to a hashtable
and then use splatting to parameterize the command. Splatting was covered in
section 5.8.4.

That covers the basic addressing mechanisms. Now we’ll look at how proxy servers
come into all of this.
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Working with proxy servers
Because PowerShell remoting is built on top of the HTTP protocol, it can take advantage of HTTP proxy servers. For this to work, you have to specify proxy setting
options for the remote command. Three settings are available: ProxyAccessType,
ProxyAuthentication, and ProxyCredential. They can be specified either as
explicit parameters to New-PSSession when you create a session, or can be configured in a SessionOption object and passed via the -SessionOption parameter of
the New-PSSession, Enter-PSSession, or Invoke-Command cmdlet. The settings
object can also be stored in the $PSSessionOption preference variable. If this variable is defined, the cmdlets will use these settings as the default (explicit settings will
always override this, of course).
In the following example, you’ll create a session option object with proxy session
options and then use that object to create a remote session. First, create the session
object:
PS
>>
>>
>>
>>
PS

(1) > $PSSessionOption = New-PSSessionOption `
-ProxyAccessType IEConfig `
-ProxyAuthentication Negotiate `
-ProxyCredential Domain01\User01
(2) >

When you run this command, it’ll prompt you to enter the credentials for the user
Domain01\User01. Because this object now has the credentials needed to connect, you
won’t have to enter them again. Now you establish a connection to the remote server:
PS (3) > New-PSSession -ConnectionURI https://www.myserver.com
PS (4) >

It connects without any problems.
We’ve now covered the identification, authentication, and addressing issues that
impact establishing a remote connection. Now we’ll explore additional issues that
you might need to address depending on what versions of the Windows operation
system you’re running on the target computers.
13.1.6

Windows version-specific connection issues
When connecting to older client operating systems through remoting, you must consider a couple of additional issues.
These settings affect all users on the system and can make the
system more vulnerable to a malicious attack. Use caution when making these changes.
NOTE

Windows XP with SP3
Windows XP SP3 is the oldest client operating system that PowerShell remoting is
supported on. For remote access to work properly on a machine running this version
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of Windows, you have to change the default setting for the Network Access: Sharing
and Security Model for Local Accounts security policy. On non-domain joined
machines, this change is necessary to allow remote logons using local account credentials to authenticate using those credentials. To make this change, use the Local Security Policy MMC snap-in.
Just to be clear, we’re talking about a Microsoft Management
Console (MMC) snap-in, not a PowerShell v1 snap-in.
NOTE

To start this snap-in, run secpol.msc. You can do so from the PowerShell command line
or by choosing Start > Run to launch MMC with this snap-in, as shown in figure 13.3.
In the left-hand pane of the MMC window, navigate to the path Security Settings\Local Policies\Security Options to see the list of local security settings. From that
list, double-click Network Access: Sharing and Security Model for Local Accounts.
In the resulting property dialog box, change the setting to Classic - Local Users
Authenticate as Themselves, as shown in figure 13.3.
Windows Vista
To enable remote access on Windows Vista clients, you need to set the Local Account
Token Filter policy—which requires setting the LocalAccountTokenFilterPolicy
Registry entry in
HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\System

to 1. You can use PowerShell to do this. Run the following command to create the entry:
New-ItemProperty `
-Path HKLM:\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\System `
-Name LocalAccountTokenFilterPolicy -PropertyType DWord -Value 1

With this change, it becomes possible to connect to a computer running Vista
through PowerShell remoting.

Figure 13.3 You can use the secpol.msc MMC snap-in on Windows XP SP3 to enable
PowerShell remoting to access this machine. The displayed policy item must be set to
Classic for remoting to work.
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At this point, you’re able to reliably connect your clients to your servers, but there’s
one more consideration you need to address if you want to ensure the reliability of
your network: resource consumption. In the next section, we’ll describe the various
options available to you for resource management.
13.1.7

Managing resource consumption
In chapter 12, we talked about throttling at the command level using the -ThrottleLimit parameter. The remoting cmdlets allow you to connect to many computers at
once and send commands to all of those computers concurrently. It’s also possible for
many people to connect to the same machine at the same time. Allowing an arbitrary
number of connections requires an arbitrarily large number of resources, so to prevent
overloading either the client or the server, the remoting infrastructure supports
throttling on both the client and server ends. Throttling allows you to limit the number of concurrent connections, either outbound or inbound. We’ll look at the outbound case first.
To help you manage the resources on the local computer, PowerShell includes a
feature that lets you limit the number of concurrent remote connections that are
established for each command that’s executed. The default is 32 concurrent connections, but you can use the -ThrottleLimit parameter to change the default throttle
setting for a particular command. The commands that support -ThrottleLimit are
shown in table 13.6.
Table 13.6

PowerShell cmdlets supporting the -ThrottleLimit parameter

Name

Synopsis

Invoke-Command

Runs commands on local and remote computers

New-PSSession

Creates a persistent connection to a local or remote computer

Get-WmiObject

Gets instances of Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) classes
or information about the available classes

Invoke-WmiMethod

Calls WMI methods

Remove-WmiObject

Deletes an instance of an existing WMI class

Set-WmiInstance

Creates or updates an instance of an existing WMI class

Test-Connection

Sends ICMP echo request packets (pings) to one or more computers

Restart-Computer

Restarts (reboots) the operating system on local and remote computers

Stop-Computer

Stops (shuts down) local and remote computers

When using -ThrottleLimit to throttle the number of connections, remember that
it only applies to the current command. It doesn’t apply to subsequent commands or
other sessions running on the computer. This means that if commands are being run
concurrently in multiple sessions, the number of active connections on the client
computer is the sum of the concurrent connections in all the sessions.
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Controlling resource consumption with quotas
Controlling the number of connections is one way to limit resource consumption on
the client. But even when the number of connections is restricted, a single connection
can still consume a large amount of resources if a lot of data is being transferred. To
manage this, you can use quota settings to restrict the amount of data that gets transferred. These settings can be made at several different levels.
Managing resource consumption
The idea of constraining resource consumption in a session isn’t unique to remoting.
This principle has been applied throughout the system starting with PowerShell v1.
PowerShell provides mechanisms to limit resource consumption in a number of
areas using a set of constraint variables. For example, the maximum number of
variables that can be created is constrained using the $MaximumVariableCount
variable. (To see all of the constraint variables, execute dir variable:max*.)
The PowerShell team’s philosophy on this point was to try to provide a safe
environment by understanding what problems might occur, and then defining
reasonable limits with healthy margins in each area. Users can then adjust these
limits up or down as appropriate for their environment or application.

On a per-session level, you can protect the local computer by using the MaximumReceivedDataSizePerCommandMB and MaximumReceivedObjectSizeMB parameters of the New-PSSessionOption cmdlet and the $PSSessionOption preference
variable.
Alternatively, on the host end you can add restrictions to the endpoint configuration through the MaximumReceivedDataSizePerCommandMB and MaximumReceivedObjectSizeMB parameters of the Register-PSSessionConfiguration
cmdlet.
Finally, at the WSMan layer, there are a number of settings you can use to protect
the computer. The MaxEnvelopeSizeKB and MaxProviderRequests settings let you
limit the amount of data that can be sent in a single message and specify the total number of messages that can be sent. These settings are available under the <ComputerName> node in the root of the WSMan: drive. You can use the Max* settings in the
WSMan:\<ComputerName>\Service node to control the maximum number of connections, and concurrent operations on a global and current basis. The following command shows these settings for the local host:
PS (1) > dir wsman:\localhost\service\maxc* | fl name,value
Name : MaxConcurrentOperations
Value : 4294967295
Name : MaxConcurrentOperationsPerUser
Value : 15
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Name : MaxConnections
Value : 25

This output shows that the user is limited to 15 concurrent operations, and a maximum of 25 connections is allowed.
When these quotas are exceeded, an error will be generated. At that point, you
need to take a look at what you (or someone else) are trying to do. If the operation is
legitimate, it makes sense to increase the quotas.
For example, the following command increases the object size quota in the
Microsoft.PowerShell session configuration on the remote computer from 10
MB (the default value) to 11 MB:
Set-PSSessionConfiguration -Name microsoft.powershell `
-MaximumReceivedObjectSizeMB 11 -Force

Again, this configuration is based on the type of activity that you need to perform.
Another kind of resource that you need to manage is the open connections to a
target machine. We’ll show you how to manage them using timeouts.
Setting timeouts on operations
We’ve looked at managing the number of connections and controlling the amount of
data that can be sent or received. The last mechanism for managing resource consumption is to limit the amount of processor time that an operation is permitted to
consume. You can do so by setting timeouts on operations. If an operation exceeds
the timeout value, then an error will occur and the operation will be terminated.
Note that timeouts can be set at both the client and server ends of the connection.
The shortest timeout of the two settings always takes precedence.
Through the WSMan: drive, you have access to both client-side and server-side
timeout settings. To protect the client, you can change the MaxTimeoutms setting in
the node in the WSMan: drive that corresponds to the computer in question. To look
at these settings for the local machine, first cd into the appropriate node:
PS (1) > cd wsman:\localhost

Use Get-ChildItem to see the settings:
PS (2) > Get-ChildItem | Format-Table -auto
WSManConfig: Microsoft.WSMan.Management\WSMan::localhost
Name
---MaxEnvelopeSizekb
MaxTimeoutms
MaxBatchItems
MaxProviderRequests
Client
Service
Shell
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Value
----150
60000
32000
4294967295
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Type
---System.String
System.String
System.String
System.String
Container
Container
Container
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Listener
Plugin
ClientCertificate

Container
Container
Container

On the server side, you need to be connected to remote machine via WSMan, so use
the Connect-WSMan command with the appropriate credentials to connect:
PS (1) > Connect-WSMan -ComputerName brucepay64h `
>> -Credential (Get-Credential)
>>
cmdlet Get-Credential at command pipeline position 1
Supply values for the following parameters:
Credential

The remote machine will now be visible as a node under the WSMan: drive:
PS (2) > cd wsman:\
PS (3) > Get-ChildItem
WSManConfig:
ComputerName
-----------localhost
brucepay64h

Type
---Container
Container

Set your current directory to the Service subnode of the remote machine
PS (4) > cd brucepay64h\service

and look at the contents:
PS (5) > Get-ChildItem | Format-Table -auto
WSManConfig: Microsoft.WSMan.Management\WSMan::brucepay64h\Service
Name
---RootSDDL
MaxConcurrentOperations
MaxConcurrentOperationsPerUser
EnumerationTimeoutms
MaxConnections
MaxPacketRetrievalTimeSeconds
AllowUnencrypted
Auth
DefaultPorts
IPv4Filter
IPv6Filter
EnableCompatibilityHttpListener
EnableCompatibilityHttpsListener
CertificateThumbprint

Value
----O:NSG:BAD:P(A;;GA;;;BA)S:P(A...
4294967295
15
60000
25
120
false

*
*
false
false

You can see the EnumerationTimeoutms and the MaxPacketRetrievalTimeSeconds timeout settings.
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Alternatively, you can protect the local computer by setting the various timeouts on
the session when you create it. You can do so by creating a session option object using
the New-PSSessionOption cmdlet with the -CancelTimeout, -IdleTimeout,
-OpenTimeout, and -OperationTimeout parameters. Once you’ve created this
object, you can explicitly pass it to New-PSSession using the -SessionOption parameter (or implicitly by assigning it to the $PSSessionOption preference variable).
One problem with timeouts is that it’s hard to tell if the operation timed out
because there was a problem or because it just needed more time to complete the
operation. If the timeout expires, the remoting infrastructure will simply terminate
the operation and generate an error.
It’s up to you to investigate why the timeout occurred and either change the command to complete within the timeout interval or determine the source of the timeout
(client or server) and increase the timeout interval to allow the command to complete.
In this example, you’ll use the New-PSSessionOption cmdlet to create a session
option object with a -OperationTimeout value of 10 seconds. This parameter takes
its value in milliseconds so you’ll provide the value accordingly:
PS (1) > $pso = New-PSSessionOption -OperationTimeout (10*1000)

Now use the session option object to create a remote session:
PS (2) > $s = New-PSSession -ComputerName brucepay64h `
>>> -SessionOption $pso

Now try running a command in this session that takes longer than 10 seconds. Use
the foreach cmdlet along with Start-Sleep to slowly emit strings of stars. Here’s
what happens:
PS (3) > Invoke-Command $s `
>> { 1..10 | foreach {"$_" + ('*' * $_) ; Start-Sleep 1}}
1*
2**
3***
4****
Processing data from remote server failed with the
following error message: The WinRM client cannot complete
the operation within the time specified. Check if the machine
name is valid and is reachable over the network and firewall
exception for Windows Remote Management service is enabled.
For more information, see the about_Remote_Troubleshooting
Help topic.
+ CategoryInfo
: OperationStopped:
(System.Manageme...pressionSyncJob:PSInvokeExpressionSyncJob) []
, PSRemotingTransportException
+ FullyQualifiedErrorId : JobFailure

When the timeout occurs, you get an error message explaining that the operation was
terminated due to the timeout and suggesting some remedial actions or a way to get
more information.
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This completes our in-depth coverage of the remoting infrastructure. At this
point, you have all the background needed to be able to set up and manage the
remoting infrastructure so you can effectively deploy services. Now let’s move on to
the fun stuff! In the next section, we’ll look at how to create custom remoting services. Using the mechanisms provided by PowerShell, you can address a variety of
sophisticated scenarios that normally require lots of hardcore programming. In
PowerShell, this work reduces to a few lines of script code.

13.2

BUILDING CUSTOM REMOTING SERVICES
In chapter 12, we looked at remoting from the service consumer perspective. It’s time
for you to take on the role of service creator instead. In this section, you’ll learn how
to create and configure custom services instead of just using the default PowerShell
remoting service. You’ll see how to configure your services to limit the operations a
client can perform through these endpoints in a very precise way.

13.2.1

Remote service connection patterns
We’ll start with a short discussion about service architecture. There are two connection patterns used in remoting: fan-in and fan-out. What you saw in chapter 12 were
primarily fan-out patterns. When you create custom remoting services, you’ll also be
using the fan-in pattern, so we’ll briefly describe these two patterns in this section.
Fan-out remoting
The most common remoting scenario for administrators is the one-to-many configuration, in which one client computer connects to a number of remote machines in
order to execute remote commands on those machines. This is called the fan-out scenario because the connections fan out from a single point, as shown in figure 13.4.

Client machine
Target machines or
managed nodes

Figure 13.4 In fan-out remoting, a single client fans out connections to manage
multiple servers.
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Single server with custom
constrained PowerShell
remoting endpoint

Figure 13.5 In the fan-in arrangement, multiple client
computers connect to a single
server. This is usually a delegated administration scenario
in which a constrained endpoint is used to provide access
to controlled services to a variety of clients. This model is
used by Outlook.com.

In this figure, you see a single client with concurrent connections to a number of
servers that it wants to manage, usually as part of a group of operations. Custom
services fit into the fan-out model when you want to restrict the access that the client
has. For example, you may want to define a service that only exposes the health data
from the monitoring example in section 12.2.3. In this type of scenario, there will
typically only be a single client connecting to your service.
Fan-in remoting
In enterprises and hosted solution scenarios, you’ll find the opposite configuration
where many client computers connect to a single remote computer, such as a file
server or a kiosk. This many-to-one is known as the fan-in configuration, shown in
figure 13.5.
Windows PowerShell remoting supports both fan-out and fan-in configurations.
In the fan-out configuration, PowerShell remoting connects to the remote machine
using the WinRM service running on the target machine. When the client connects
to the remote computer, the WSMan protocol is used to establish a connection to the
WinRM service. The WinRM service then launches a new process (wsmprovhost.exe) that loads a plug-in that hosts the PowerShell engine. This arrangement is shown in figure 13.6.
Creating a new process for each session is fine if there aren’t many users connecting to the service. But if several connections are expected, as is the case for a highvolume service, the one-process-per-user model won’t scale very well. To address this
issue, an alternate hosting model, targeted at developers, is available for building
custom fan-in applications on top of PowerShell remoting. Instead of using the
WinRM service to host WSMan and the PowerShell plug-in, Internet Information
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wsmprovhost for user 1

PowerShell session
Windows Remote
Management (WinRM)
service

User 1

wsmprovhost for user 2

WSMan protocol

PowerShell session

User 2
wsmprovhost for user 3

PowerShell session

User 3

Figure 13.6

When multiple users connect to the WinRM service, a new

wsmprovhost process is created to host the PowerShell session for that
user. Even when the same user connects multiple times, a new process is
still created for each connection.

Services (IIS) is used instead. In this model, instead of starting each user session in a
separate process, all the PowerShell sessions are run in the same process along with
the WSMan protocol engine. This configuration is shown in figure 13.7.
Internet Information Server (IIS) worker process

PowerShell session

User 1

PowerShell session
WSMan protocol

User 2
PowerShell session

User 3

Figure 13.7 When IIS hosting is used for fan-in, each user still gets their own
session but only one process is used to host all the sessions. This is much more
efficient because you aren’t creating a process per user.
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Another feature of this hosting model is that the authentication mechanism is pluggable,
which allows for alternate authentication services like LiveID to be used. A guide for setting up remoting is available on MSDN as part of the WinRM documentation under the
topic “IIS Host Plug-in Configuration” (but be aware that this isn’t a simple process).
NOTE IIS hosting and fan-in remote management aren’t supported
on Windows XP or Windows Server 2003. They require Windows
Vista or above when using a nonserver operating system and Windows
Server 2008 or later for a server OS.

Having all the sessions running in the same process has certain implications. Because
PowerShell lets you get at pretty much everything in a process, multiple users running
unrestricted in the same process could interfere with one another. On the other hand,
because the host process persists across multiple connections, it’s possible to share
process-wide resources like database connections between sessions.
Given the lack of session isolation, this approach isn’t intended for full-featured
general-purpose PowerShell remoting. Instead, it’s designed for use with constrained,
special-purpose applications using PowerShell remoting. To build these applications,
you need two things:
• A way to create a constrained application environment
• A way to connect to PowerShell remoting so the user gets the environment
you’ve created instead of the default PowerShell configuration
We’ll start with the second one first and look at how you specify custom remoting
endpoints in the next section.
13.2.2

Working with custom configurations
In section 13.1.6, we talked about connecting to a computer by name (and optionally
by port number) when using PowerShell remoting. The remoting infrastructure will
always connect to the default PowerShell remoting service. In the nondefault connection case, you also have to specify the configuration on the target computer to connect
to. A configuration is made up of three elements:
• The name you use to connect to the endpoint
• A script that will be run to configure the sessions that will run in the endpoint
• An ACL used to control who has access to the endpoint
When using the Invoke-Command, New-PSSession, or Enter-PSSession cmdlet,
you can use the -ConfigurationName parameter to specify the name of the session
configuration you want to connect to. Alternatively, you can override the normal
default configuration by setting the $PSSessionConfigurationName preference
variable to the name of the endpoint you want to connect to.
When you connect to the named endpoint, a PowerShell session will be created
and then the configuration script associated with the endpoint will be executed. This
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configuration script should define the set of capabilities available when connecting to
that endpoint. For example, there may be different endpoints for different types of
management tasks—managing a mail server, managing a database server, or managing a web server. For each task, a specific endpoint would be configured to expose the
appropriate commands (and constraints) required for performing that task. In the
next section, you’ll see how to create your own custom endpoints.
13.2.3

Creating a custom configuration
Following on our theme of remote monitoring from chapter 12, you’re going to create a configuration that exposes a single custom command, Get-PageFaultRate.
This command will return the page fault rate from the target computer.
Session configuration
Every remoting connection will use one of the named configurations on the remote
computer. These configurations set up the environment for the session and determine
the set of commands visible to users of that session.
When remoting is initially enabled using the Enable-PSRemoting cmdlet, a
default configuration is created on the system called Microsoft.PowerShell (on
64-bit operating systems, there’s also the Microsoft.PowerShell32 endpoint).
This endpoint is configured to load the default PowerShell configuration with all
commands enabled. The Enable-PSRemoting cmdlet also sets the security descriptor for this configuration so that only members of the local Administrators group can
access the endpoint.
You can use the session configuration cmdlets to modify these default session configurations, to create new session configurations, and to change the security descriptors of all the session configurations. These cmdlets are shown in table 13.7.
Table 13.7

The cmdlets for managing the remoting endpoint configurations

Cmdlet

Description

Disable-PSSessionConfiguration

Denies access to the specified session configuration
on the local computer by adding an “Everyone
AccessDenied” entry to the access control list (ACL)
on the configuration

Enable-PSSessionConfiguration

Enables existing session configurations on the local
computer to be accessed remotely

Get-PSSessionConfiguration

Gets a list of the existing, registered session configurations on the computer

Register-PSSessionConfiguration

Creates and registers a new session configuration

Set-PSSessionConfiguration

Changes the properties of an existing session configuration

Unregister-PSSessionConfiguration

Deletes the specified registered session configurations from the computer
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In the next section, we’ll look at using these cmdlets to create and manage a custom
endpoint.
Registering the endpoint configuration
Endpoints are created using the Register-PSSessionConfiguration cmdlet and
are customized by registering a startup script. In this example, you’ll use a simple
startup script that defines a single function, Get-PageFaultRate. The script looks
like this:
PS
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

(1) > @'
function Get-PageFaultRate {
(Get-WmiObject Win32_PerfRawData_PerfOS_Memory).PageFaultsPersec
}
'@ > Initialize-HMConfiguration.ps1

Before you can use this function, you need to register the configuration, specifying
the full path to the startup script. Call this new configuration wpia1. From an elevated PowerShell session, run the following command to create the endpoint:
PS (2) > Register-PSSessionConfiguration -Name wpia1 `
>>
-StartupScript $pwd/Initialize-HMConfiguration.ps1 -Force
>>
WSManConfig: Microsoft.WSMan.Management\WSMan::localhost\Plugin
Name
---wpia1

Type
---Container

Keys
---{Name=wpia1}

The output of the command shows that you’ve created an endpoint in the WSMan
plug-in folder. To confirm this, cd into that folder and run the dir command:
PS (3) > cd wsman:\localhost\plugin
PS (4) > dir
WSManConfig: Microsoft.WSMan.Management\WSMan::localhost\Plugin
Name
---Event Forwarding Plugin
microsoft.powershell
Microsoft.PowerShell32
WMI Provider
wpia1

Type
---Container
Container
Container
Container
Container

Keys
---{Name=Event Fo...
{Name=microsof...
{Name=Microsof...
{Name=WMI Prov...
{Name=wpia1}

This shows a list of all the existing endpoints, including the one you just created,
wpia1. Now test this endpoint with the Invoke-Command command and run the
function defined by the startup script:
PS (5) > Invoke-Command localhost -ConfigurationName wpia1 {
>> Get-PageFaultRate }
58709002
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This code verifies that the endpoint exists and is properly configured. Now clean up
by unregistering the endpoint:
PS (6) > Unregister-PSSessionConfiguration -Name wpia1 -Force
PS (7) >

Next, verify that the endpoint has been removed:
PS (8) > dir
WSManConfig: Microsoft.WSMan.Management\WSMan::localhost\Plugin
Name
---Event Forwarding Plugin
microsoft.powershell
Microsoft.PowerShell32
WMI Provider

Type
---Container
Container
Container
Container

Keys
---{Name=Event Fo...
{Name=microsof...
{Name=Microsof...
{Name=WMI Prov...

This covers the basic tasks needed to create a custom PowerShell remoting endpoint
using a configuration script to add additional functionality to the session defaults.
Our ultimate goal, though, was to create a custom endpoint with reduced functionality, exposing a restricted set of commands to qualified users, so clearly you aren’t done
yet. There are two remaining pieces to look at: controlling individual command visibility, which we’ll get to in section 13.2.5, and controlling overall access to the endpoint, our next topic.
13.2.4

Access controls and endpoints
By default, only members of the Administrators group on a computer have permission to use the default session configurations. To allow users who aren’t part of the
Administrators group to connect to the local computer, you have to give those users
Execute permissions on the session configurations for the desired endpoint on the
target computer. For example, if you want to enable nonadministrators to connect to
the default remoting Microsoft.PowerShell endpoint, you can do so by running
the following command:
Set-PSSessionConfiguration Microsoft.PowerShell -ShowSecurityDescriptorUI

This code launches the dialog box shown in figure 13.8.
You add the name of a user or a group you want to enable to the list, then select
the Execute (Invoke) check box. Then dismiss the dialog box by clicking OK. At this
point, you’ll get a prompt telling you that you need to restart the WinRM service
for the change to take effect. Do so by running Restart-Service winrm as shown:
PS (1) > Restart-Service winrm
PS (2) >

Once the service is restarted, the user or group you’ve enabled can connect to the
machine using remoting.
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Figure 13.8 This dialog box is
used to enable the Execute permission on the default remoting
configuration. Use this dialog
box to allow a user who isn’t a
member of the Administrators
group to connect to this computer using PowerShell remoting.

Setting security descriptors on configurations
When Enable-PSRemoting creates the default session configuration, it doesn’t create
explicit security descriptors for the configurations. Instead, the configurations inherit
the security descriptor of the RootSDDL. The RootSDDL is the security descriptor that
controls remote access to the listener, which is secure by default. To see the RootSDDL
security descriptor, run the Get-Item command as shown:
PS (1) > Get-Item wsman:\localhost\Service\RootSDDL
WSManConfig: Microsoft.WSMan.Management\WSMan::localhost\Service
WARNING: column "Type" does not fit into the display and was removed.
Name
---RootSDDL

Value
----O:NSG:BAD:P(A;;GA;;;BA)S:P(AU;FA;GA;;;WD...

The string format shown in the Value output in the example uses the syntax defined
by the Security Descriptor Definition Language (SDDL), which is documented in the
Windows Data Types specification MS-DTYP in section 2.5.1.
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To change the RootSDDL, use the Set-Item cmdlet in the WSMan: drive. To
change the security descriptor for an existing session configuration, use the SetPSSessionConfiguration cmdlet with the -SecurityDescriptorSDDL or
-ShowSecurityDescriptorUI parameter.
At this point, you know how to create and configure an endpoint and how to control who has access to that endpoint. But in your configuration all you’ve done is add
new commands to the set of commands you got by default. You haven’t addressed
the requirement to constrain the environment. The next section introduces the mechanisms used to restrict which commands are visible to the remote user.
13.2.5

Constraining a PowerShell session
You first need to know how to constrain a local session. In a constrained environment, you want to limit the variables and commands available to the user of the session. You accomplish this by controlling command and variable visibility. Let’s look at
command visibility first.
Command and variable visibility is conceptually similar to exporting functions
from a module, but it uses a different implementation. When a command is exported
from a module, it’s registered in the caller’s command table. In the remoting scenario
with Invoke-Command, there’s no “table” to copy the commands into and so you
need a different mechanism to control visibility of the command.
NOTE The same is true of explicit remoting and interactive remoting.
With implicit remoting, you do copy commands into the caller’s command table, but they’re local proxy commands instead of local references to exported commands.

Another more important consideration is security. Module exports are designed to
prevent namespace collisions but don’t prevent you from accessing the content of the
module. In other words, it’s not a security boundary, as shown in figure 13.9.
In figure 13.9, the user can’t call Get-Count directly because it hasn’t been
exported from the module. But by using the call operator & and the PSModuleInfo
object for that module, users can still indirectly invoke the command with a scriptblock, illustrating that a module boundary doesn’t constitute a security boundary.
In a constrained session, you need to establish a boundary and explicitly prevent
access to the state of the session other than through the public or visible commands.
Now that you’ve defined the boundary, let’s look at controlling which commands are
exposed.
In local sessions, where the user operates in the same process as
the session, the session boundary isn’t sufficient to provide a true security. Only when you combine a constrained session with remote (and
therefore out-of-process) access do you actually get a security boundary.
NOTE
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Accessing a private command in a module
Module boundary
Get-Count

External call fails...
Scriptblock makes an
internal call...
Call operator with
module context
succeeds...

& $mc { Get-Count }

Figure 13.9 Even though the Get-Count command isn’t exported, by
using the call operator and the PSModuleInfo object for that module,
the user can still indirectly call the private function. The module boundary only facilitates organizing command namespaces and doesn’t constitute a security boundary.

Controlling command visibility
The mechanism used to control command visibility is the Visibility property on
the CommandInfo object for that command. This mechanism isn’t restricted to
remoting, by the way—you can use this mechanism in the normal interactive PowerShell session. In fact, it’s a good way of testing your configuration without creating an
endpoint.
To make a command invisible or private, first use Get-Command to get the
CommandInfo object, then set the Visibility property on that object to Private.
You’ll modify your current session to make the Get-Date command private. This is a
good place to start playing with visibility because hiding Get-Date (typically) won’t
break anything (more on that later). First, run the command as you might conventionally do:
PS (1) > Get-Date
Saturday, April 16, 2011 9:04:20 PM

This returns today’s date—nothing unexpected here. Now use Get-Command to
retrieve the CommandInfo object for Get-Date:
PS (2) > $gd = Get-Command Get-Date

Let’s look at the current setting of the Visibility property:
PS (3) > $gd.Visibility
Public

It returns Public, meaning it can be seen and therefore executed from outside the
session. Change this to Private:
PS (4) > $gd.Visibility = "Private"
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Verify the change:
PS (5) > $gd.Visibility
Private

Now try calling the cmdlet again:
PS (6) > Get-Date
The term 'Get-Date' is not recognized as the name of a cmdlet,
function, script file, or operable program. Check the spelling of
the name, or if a path was included, verify that the path is
correct and try again.
At line:1 char:9
+ Get-Date <<<<
+ CategoryInfo
: ObjectNotFound: (Get-Date:String)
[], CommandNotFoundException
+ FullyQualifiedErrorId : CommandNotFoundException

You got an error complaining that the command doesn’t exist.
NOTE Notice that this is the same error you’d get if the command
really didn’t exist. Obscuring the error message this way prevents
attacks that probe for hidden commands. We’ll talk more about this
type of attack in chapter 21 when we discuss security.

Just to be sure, try calling it another way using the call (&) operator:
PS (7) > & "Get-Date"
The term 'Get-Date' is not recognized as the name of a cmdlet,
function, script file, or operable program. Check the spelling of
the name, or if a path was included, verify that the path is
correct and try again.
At line:1 char:2
+ & <<<< "Get-Date"
+ CategoryInfo
: ObjectNotFound: (Get-Date:String)
[], CommandNotFoundException
+ FullyQualifiedErrorId : CommandNotFoundException

And of course it still fails. But, because you’re a sophisticated PowerShell user, you’ll
try one more technique: using a scriptblock with the call operator to invoke the command:
PS (8) > & {Get-Date}
Saturday, April 16, 2011 9:04:20 PM

This time it worked! So what’s going on here? The difference in this case is that the
external user didn’t call the command directly. Instead, you called a visible function—the scriptblock—defined inside the session and, because it was calling from
inside, it was able to call the private function. This is shown in figure 13.10.
This is a very important point to understand because it’s the key to creating a
restricted special-purpose endpoint: an external call can only access visible commands; but these commands, because they’re defined as part of the configuration, can
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Internal vs. external command access in a session
PSSession
User can’t call Get-Date
directly because it’s not visible
outside the session

Get-Date

C

al
lf
ro
m

in
sid
e

Get-Date

User can use the call operator
to invoke a scriptblock that
calls Get-Date indirectly

& { Get-Date }

& { Get-Date }

Figure 13.10 If the command isn’t visible across the session boundary, the user can’t
call it. If the user can call a visible command, that visible command can call the private
internal command.

see all the other commands in the configuration. This means that an externally visible command can call any internal commands in the session. So, if the user makes an
external call to a visible command, that visible command is able to call the private
commands.
These calling conventions are very similar to the way methods on classes or
exported functions work. The external caller of the session/class/module can only call
the public/exported commands (at least directly) but the private commands have
implicit access to the private state of the session/class/module. This means you can
create a public wrapper function that calls the private function. For example, you can
create a function MyGetDate that calls Get-Date and then converts the result into a
string and returns that string. Here’s what that looks like:
PS (9) > function MyGetDate { [string] (Get-Date) }

When you call it, you get the default string representation of the date:
PS (10) > MyGetDate
11/17/2009 22:11:39

Now you’ve officially constrained the session because the MyGetDate wrapper function has less functionality than the private Get-Date function. There are a couple of
additional things you need to do to get a truly constrained environment. But first let’s
make Get-Date visible again. You can do this by setting the Visibility property
back to Public:
PS (11) > $gd.Visibility = "public"
PS (12) > Get-Date
Tuesday, November 17, 2009 9:05:59 PM

And everything is back to normal.
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It’s not much of a security mechanism if you can just use the properties on the
command objects to control the visibility of commands. Clearly there needs to be
more to the story, so in the next section we’ll revisit the restricted language we mentioned in section 10.6 when we discussed module manifests and the data language.
Setting the language mode
In the previous section, you learned how to make a command private and then call it
through a public function. Obviously if you allow external users to create their own
functions, this won’t be very secure. So the next thing you need to do is constrain
what PowerShell language features the user has access to. You accomplish this through
the $ExecutionContext variable. As you saw in chapter 11, $ExecutionContext
captures—well—the execution context of the session. The property of interest in this
case is SessionState. Let’s see what that property exposes:
PS (1) > $ExecutionContext.SessionState
Drive

: System.Management.Automation.Dri
veManagementIntrinsics
Provider
: System.Management.Automation.Cmd
letProviderManagementIntrinsics
Path
: System.Management.Automation.Pat
hIntrinsics
PSVariable
: System.Management.Automation.PSV
ariableIntrinsics
LanguageMode
: FullLanguage
UseFullLanguageModeInDebugger : False
Scripts
: {*}
Applications
: {*}
Module
:
InvokeProvider
: System.Management.Automation.Pro
viderIntrinsics
InvokeCommand
: System.Management.Automation.Com
mandInvocationIntrinsics

And you see a lot of interesting things. Of particular interest are three properties:
LanguageMode, Scripts, and Applications.
When we looked at constrain commands in the previous section, you used the
Visibility property on the CommandInfo object to make Get-Date private. This
approach works for commands that exist in memory, but scripts and executables are
loaded from disk each time, which means that a new CommandInfo object is returned
each time. Setting the Visibility property won’t be very useful if you’re returning a
new object each time. Another mechanism is needed for this, and this mechanism is a
list of permitted commands and scripts. The default setting for these properties is a
single element, *, which means that any external command or script may be executed. If this element is deleted so that the list is empty, it means that no commands
of this type may be executed. To permit only specific commands to be called, add the
full path to the command or script to this list.
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NOTE You might logically assume that wildcards would be permitted
in this list. They aren’t. The only pattern that has a special significance
is when the list contains a single *. Pattern matching may be added in
future releases, but although it was considered, it wasn’t implemented
in PowerShell v2.

Let’s work through an example showing how these lists work. First, you’ll get the
absolute path to the ipconfig command using the Definition property on its
CommandInfo object:
PS (1) > $ipp = (Get-Command ipconfig.exe).Definition

This is an easy way of getting the full path to the command, regardless of which operating system you’re on. Once you have that, you’ll clear the Applications list. (You
had to get the CommandInfo for ipconfig before you cleared the list because after
you cleared the list Get-Command would no longer be able to find the command.)
PS (2) > $ExecutionContext.SessionState.Applications.Clear()

Now add the path you saved in $ipp to the command to the list:
PS (3) > $ExecutionContext.SessionState.Applications.Add($ipp)

And now try to run the command:
PS (4) > ipconfig | Select-String ipv4
IPv4 Address. . . . . . . . . . . : 192.168.1.15
IPv4 Address. . . . . . . . . . . : 192.168.1.5

The command works as intended—this was the point of adding its path to the list,
after all. Now let’s try a command that isn’t on the list:
PS (5) > expand /? | Select-String expand
The term 'expand.exe' is not recognized as the name of a cmdlet,
function, script file, or operable program. Check the spelling
of the name, or if a path was included, verify that the path is
correct and try again.
At line:1 char:7
+ expand <<<< /? | Select-String expand
+ CategoryInfo
: ObjectNotFound:
(expand.exe:String) [], CommandNotFoundException
+ FullyQualifiedErrorId : CommandNotFoundException

You get a “command not found” error. Notice that this error doesn’t say that the command is private—the system behaves as though the command doesn't exist. It does so
for security purposes. Now let’s attempt something that will seem a bit strange. Try
calling the hidden command from inside a scriptblock:
PS (6) > & { expand /? | Select-String expand }
Expands one or more compressed files.
EXPAND [-r] Source Destination
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EXPAND -r Source [Destination]
EXPAND -D Source.cab [-F:Files]
EXPAND Source.cab -F:Files Destination
-r
Rename expanded files.
-F:Files
Name of files to expand from a .CAB.

And the command was found! So what’s going on here? Well, this is part of the constrained session model. Private commands are hidden from external commands—that
is, commands that come across the session boundary, in this case, between the console host and the PowerShell interpreter. Scripts and functions (including scriptblocks) are considered internal commands and so they can see all functions. This is
similar to the way modules work. Only public/exported members are visible outside
the session/module boundary. The one big difference is that there’s a way to see
inside the module (for debugging purposes) but there’s no way to see inside the session once restrictions are in place. Now let’s reset the Applications list:
PS (7) > $ExecutionContext.SessionState.Applications.Clear()
PS (8) > $ExecutionContext.SessionState.Applications.Add('*')
PS (9) >

You now know how to use the Applications list to constrain the set of external commands that may be run. This is intended to be a security measure, but as you saw earlier, if you can create a scriptblock, that scriptblock can “bypass” the security
boundary. You’ll also need to limit the ability to create functions and scriptblocks.
You can do so using the LanguageMode property on SessionState. Here’s the
default setting:
PS (2) > $ExecutionContext.SessionState.LanguageMode
FullLanguage

The default setting is to allow all aspects of the PowerShell language to be used when
sending commands to the engine. You’ll change this setting in a minute, but first you
need to set up a way to undo what you’re doing. Once you’ve constrained the language in a session, there won’t be a way to unconstrain it for that session.
All the settings we’re looking at in this section are transient
and only apply to the current session you’re working with. Other sessions aren’t affected, nor are any new sessions that are created. So if you
do find that you’ve broken your session by doing something out of
order, simply exit and start a new session.
NOTE

First, create a function to restore the LanguageMode to FullLanguage:
PS (3) > function Restore-FullLanguageMode {
>>
$ExecutionContext.SessionState.LanguageMode = "FullLanguage"
>> }
>>

When you run this function, it’ll reset LanguageMode to FullLanguage.
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Now change LanguageMode to RestrictedLanguage. RestrictedLanguage is
the subset of the PowerShell language that’s used in PowerShell data files. We talked
about this when we covered module manifests in chapter 10 (section 10.6):
PS (4) > $ExecutionContext.SessionState.LanguageMode =
>> "RestrictedLanguage"
>>

Now see how your session has been affected. First, you can’t set variables:
PS (5) > $a=123
Assignment statements are not allowed in restricted language
mode or a Data section.
At line:1 char:4
+ $a= <<<< 123
+ CategoryInfo
: ParserError: (=:OperatorToken) []
, ParentContainsErrorRecordException
+ FullyQualifiedErrorId : AssignmentStatementNotSupportedIn
DataSection

You also can’t create functions of any kind:
PS (6) > function foo {}
Function declarations are not allowed in restricted language
mode or a Data section.
At line:1 char:13
+ function foo <<<< {}
+ CategoryInfo
: ParserError: (foo:Token) [],
ParentContainsErrorRecordException
+ FullyQualifiedErrorId : FunctionDeclarationNotSupportedIn
DataSection

You can try to be clever and use the Set-Item cmdlet as you saw in chapter 11 in section 11.8.6:
PS (7) > Set-Item function:foo {}
Scriptblock literals are not allowed in restricted language
mode or a Data section.
At line:1 char:25
+ set-item function:foo {} <<<<
+ CategoryInfo
: ParserError: (:) [],
ParentContai
nsErrorRecordException
+ FullyQualifiedErrorId :
ScriptBlockNotSupportedInDataSection

Because you can’t perform assignments, obviously you can’t use assignment to reset
the language:
PS (8) > $ExecutionContext.SessionState.LanguageMode = "FullLanguage"
Assignment statements are not allowed in restricted language
mode or a Data section.
At line:1 char:46
+ $ExecutionContext.SessionState.LanguageMode = <<<<
"FullLanguage"
+ CategoryInfo
: ParserError: (=:OperatorToken) []
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, ParentContainsErrorRecordException
+ FullyQualifiedErrorId : AssignmentStatementNotSupportedIn
DataSection

Use the restore function you defined before you switched over to RestrictedLanguage mode:
PS (9) > Restore-FullLanguageMode

And everything works again:
PS (10) > $a=123
PS (11) >

Now that you know how to constrain a session, you’re halfway to your goal of being
able to create constrained custom endpoints. In the next section, we’ll look at the second piece: creating a custom remoting endpoint.
13.2.6

Creating a constrained execution environment
The idea behind a constrained endpoint is that it allows you to provide controlled
access to services on a server in a secure manner. This is the mechanism that the
hosted Exchange product Outlook.com uses to constrain who gets to manage which
sets of mailboxes.
As mentioned earlier, for the environment to be secure, there needs to be both
access restriction and a boundary. Remoting allows a boundary to be established as
long as the only way to access the remote end is through the remoting layer. The
restrictions can be established by controlling command visibility and restricting the
language. You combine these into a custom remoting endpoint configured with a
script that sets the configuration so that only a small subset of things is visible through
the remoting layer. The code to accomplish this is shown in the following listing.
Listing 13.1

Initialize-ConstrainedHMConfiguration.ps1

foreach ($cmd in Get-Command)
{
$cmd.Visibility = "private"
}
foreach ($var in Get-Variable)
{
$var.Visibility = "private"
}

Hide all commands
in session
Hide all variables
in session

Hide all external
$ExecutionContext.SessionState.Applications.Clear()
programs, scripts
$ExecutionContext.SessionState.Scripts.Clear()
$ExecutionContext.SessionState.LanguageMode = "NoLanguage"
Set to
NoLanguage
mode
function Get-HealthModel
{
@{
Date = Get-Date
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FreeSpace = (Get-PSDrive c).Free
PageFaults = (Get-WmiObject `
Win32_PerfRawData_PerfOS_Memory).PageFaultsPersec
TopCPU = Get-Process | sort -Descending CPU | select -First 5
TopWS = Get-Process | sort -Descending WS | select -First 5
}
}

The first part of this script is generic and reusable. It can be used as a preamble to any
constrained endpoint configuration script. Any function defined after the line setting
the session to NoLanguage mode will be publicly visible and represents the services
this endpoint provides.
NOTE When some people first looked at the example in listing 13.1
they thought there was a bug because some statements are executed
after the language mode is set. This isn’t the case for two reasons: First,
because this is an endpoint configuration script, it’s executed inside the
session boundary where the restrictions don’t apply. Second, a PowerShell script is completely parsed before execution begins so all language
processing for this script was completed before the language mode
change was made, and language mode checks are only done during
parse time.

In this example, you’re adapting the health model function you saw in chapter 12,
section 12.2.3, to be run in this endpoint. Try this script. From an elevated PowerShell session, run the following commands:
PS (1) > Unregister-PSSessionConfiguration -Name wpia1 -Force
PS (2) > Register-PSSessionConfiguration -Name wpia1 `
>>
-StartupScript $pwd/Initialize-ConstrainedHMConfiguration.ps1 `
>>
-Force
>>
WSManConfig: Microsoft.WSMan.Management\WSMan::localhost\Plugin
Name
---wpia1

Type
---Container

Keys
---{Name=wpia1}

The first command removes the existing endpoint definition in case it may be left
from an earlier operation. The second line creates the new endpoint with the script
from listing 13.1. With the endpoint installed, you can try it. Run the Get-HealthModel command:
PS (3) > icm localhost -ConfigurationName wpia1 {Get-HealthModel}
Name
---Date
TopWS
PageFaults
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Value
----2/24/2010 11:32:49 PM
{System.Diagnostics.Process (svchos...
63217485
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TopCPU
FreeSpace

{System.Diagnostics.Process (svchos...
362546515968

It executes properly. Try another command:
PS (4) > Invoke-Command localhost -ConfigurationName wpia1 {Get-Date}
The term 'Get-Date' is not recognized as the name of a cmdlet,
function, script file, or operable program. Check the spelling of the name,
or if a path was included, verify that the path is correct and try
again.
+ CategoryInfo
: ObjectNotFound: (Get-Date:String) [],
CommandNotFoundException
+ FullyQualifiedErrorId : CommandNotFoundException

This code fails with the expected error. Try using Get-Command to see the list of the
things you can execute:
PS (5) > Invoke-Command localhost -ConfigurationName wpia1 {Get-Command}
The term 'Get-Command' is not recognized as the name of a cmdlet,
function, script file, or operable program. Check the spelling of the
name, or if a path was included, verify that the path is correct and
try again.
+ CategoryInfo
: ObjectNotFound: (Get-Command:String) [
], CommandNotFoundException
+ FullyQualifiedErrorId : CommandNotFoundException

This code also fails—not unexpected, but it’d be nice to see what’s exposed. Try interactive remoting:
PS (6) > Enter-PSSession localhost -ConfigurationName wpia1
Enter-PSSession : The term 'Get-Command' is not recognized as the
name of a cmdlet, function, script file, or operable program. Check the
spelling of the name, or if a path was included, verify that the path
is correct and try again.
At line:1 char:16
+ Enter-PSSession <<<< localhost -ConfigurationName wpia1
+ CategoryInfo
: ObjectNotFound: (Get-Command:String) [
Enter-PSSession], CommandNotFoundException
+ FullyQualifiedErrorId : CommandNotFoundException

This code also fails because an interactive session requires certain commands to be
available on the remote end, like the default outputter commands we discussed earlier.
Let’s move on to implicit remoting. Where interactive remoting isn’t likely to be very
interesting with only one command, the constrained endpoint is the ideal scenario for
implicit remoting:
PS (8) > $s = New-PSSession localhost -ConfigurationName wpia1
PS (9) > Import-PSSession $s -Verbose
Import-PSSession : Import-PSSession cmdlet needs the following
commands in the remote session: Get-Command, Get-FormatData, Select-Object.
The following commands are used, but optional: Get-Help,
Measure-Object. Please make sure the remote session includes the required
commands and try again.
At line:1 char:17
+ Import-PSSession <<<< $s -Verbose
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+ CategoryInfo
: ObjectNotFound: (:) [Import-PSSession]
, RuntimeException
+ FullyQualifiedErrorId : ErrorRequiredRemoteCommandNotFound,Mic
rosoft.PowerShell.Commands.ImportPSSessionCommand
PS (10) >

This code also fails for the same reason. For implicit remoting to work, it needs to be
able to get the information about the commands in the remote session. From the
error message for the Import-PSSession case, you can see the list of commands that
need to be present. You could create a script to handle this, but there’s a feature in the
PowerShell API that was specifically designed to address this case. There’s a .NET class
that’s part of the PowerShell software development kit (SDK) that’s intended to be
used by programmers who are writing custom hosts for the PowerShell engine. This
class is used to create the initial settings for a session used in different applications.
This class is called InitialSessionState and you can use it as follows:
$iss = [Management.Automation.Runspaces.InitialSessionState]::
CreateRestricted(
"remoteserver")

This creates an object that contains the settings needed for building a constrained
environment intended for a remoteserver application. You don’t need all the settings that this object contains, but it does have something very useful in it: a set of
function definitions that fulfill the needs of both interactive and implicit remoting.
You can see this list by running this code:
PS
>>
>>
>>
PS
>>
>>

(1) > $iss =
[Management.Automation.Runspaces.InitialSessionState]::CreateRestricted(
"RemoteServer")
(2) > $iss.Commands | where { $_.Visibility -eq "Public" } |
Format-Table name

Name
---Get-Command
Get-FormatData
Select-Object
Get-Help
Measure-Object
Exit-PSSession
Out-Default

The bodies of these functions are similar to the proxy functions used for implicit
remoting that you saw in chapter 12, section 12.4.2.
When you look at this list of commands, you may wonder why
some of them are included. For example, Measure-Object seems like
a strange thing to have on the list. The reason these commands are
included is that they’re needed to implement some of the elements of
NOTE
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the PowerShell remoting protocol. In particular, they’re used to help
with the command-discovery component described in MS-PSRP section 3.1.4.5, “Getting Command Metadata.”
The goal here is a bit different because they’re used to provide public facades for private commands. If you’re interested in how these functions are defined, look at the
Definition property on the objects returned by Commands by using the following
code:
PS (3) > $p = $iss.Commands | where { $_.Visibility -eq "Public" }
PS (4) > $p[0] | Format-List name,definition
Name
: Get-Command
Definition : [CmdletBinding()]
param(
[ValidateLength(0, 1000)]
[ValidateCount(0, 1000)]
[System.String[]]
${Name},
[ValidateLength(0, 1000)]
[ValidateCount(0, 100)]
[System.String[]]
${Module},
:
:

The output is truncated here because it’s quite long. (Again, be happy you don’t have
to write these functions—you’re welcome to explore them at your leisure but we’re
not going to spend any more time looking at them.) Once you have this object, you
can copy these functions into your session:
foreach ($cmd in $iss.Commands | where { $_.Visibility -eq "Public"})
{
$needsAlias = Get-Command -CommandType Cmdlet `
-ErrorAction SilentlyContinue $cmd.Name
if ($needsAlias)
{
$a = Set-Alias $cmd.Name "$($needsAlias.ModuleName)\$($cmd.Name)" `
-PassThru
$a.Visibility = "Private"
}
Set-Item "function:global:$($cmd.Name)" $cmd.Definition
}

This code fragment loops through the set of command definitions, looking for the
public definitions, and then uses the function provider to define new public functions in the session. It also defines some new private aliases that are used to bypass the
proxies for internal calls. This step is necessary because some of the public functions
you want to write may use the some of the cmdlets you’ve just proxied. Because the
proxies don’t implement all the features of the wrapped cmdlets, not being able to
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Aliases, proxies, and cmdlets in constrained sessions
Constrained PSSession

Select-Object cmdlet (visibility: private)

Select-Object

Session
boundary

Figure 13.11 The call flow
from the public constrained
Select-Object proxy
function to the private unconstrained Select-Object
cmdlet. When the user calls
the public GetHealthModel and it calls
Select-Object, the call resolves to the private
Select-Object alias. This
alias is hard-coded to bypass
the constrained proxy function and call the cmdlet directly giving unconstrained
access internally.

Get-HealthModel

Select-Object proxy function (visibility: public)

Select-Object alias (visibility: private)

Get-HealthModel function (visibility: public)

access to the un-proxied commands could interfere with the operation of any new
commands you want to write.
Using aliases to bypass the proxies works because of the way command resolution
operates. Remember that, when you’re looking for a command, you look for aliases
first, then functions, and then cmdlets. This order is always followed when the call is
coming from inside the session. If the call is coming from outside the session, the
lookup order doesn’t change, but if one of the things it finds is private, that definition is skipped and the lookup moves on to the next type of command. So, if you
define an alias that uses the module-qualified name of a cmdlet, internal lookups will
resolve to the alias. This alias uses module-qualified name for the cmdlet, thereby
skipping the function and going directly to the cmdlet. External lookups, on the
other hand, won’t see the alias because it’s private. They can only see the public constrained proxy function. These lookup patterns are shown in figure 13.11.
Now let’s see how all this looks when you add these code fragments to your configuration script. The following listing shows the updated configuration script.
Listing 13.2

Initialize-ComplexConstrainedHMConfiguration.ps1

foreach ($cmd in Get-Command)
{
$cmd.Visibility = "private"
}
foreach ($var in Get-Variable)
{
$var.Visibility = "private"
}
$ExecutionContext.SessionState.Applications.Clear()
$ExecutionContext.SessionState.Scripts.Clear()
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ExecutionContext.SessionState.LanguageMode =
Set NoLanguage
"NoLanguage"
mode
Get list of required proxies
$iss =
[Management.Automation.Runspaces.InitialSessionState]::CreateRestricted(
"remoteserver")
foreach ($proxy in $iss.Commands | where { $_.Visibility -eq "Public"})
{
$cmd = Get-Command -type cmdlet -ea silentlycontinue $proxy.name
if ($cmd)
Bind private
{
alias and proxy
$a = Set-Alias "$($proxy.name)" `
function
"$($cmd.ModuleName)\$($cmd.Name)" -PassThru
$a.Visibility = "Private"
}
Set-Item "function:global:$($proxy.Name)" `
$proxy.Definition
}
function Get-HealthModel
Define public
{
content
@{
Date = Get-Date
FreeSpace = (Get-PSDrive c).Free
PageFaults = (Get-WmiObject `
Win32_PerfRawData_PerfOS_Memory).PageFaultsPersec
TopCPU = Get-Process | sort -Descending CPU | select -First 5
TopWS = Get-Process | sort -Descending WS | select -First 5
}
}

This script is identical to the earlier script with the exception that it has the additional
lines needed to define the proxy functions. Let’s test this out. First, re-create the endpoint using the new configuration script:
PS (1) > Unregister-PSSessionConfiguration -Name wpia1 -Force
PS (2) > Register-PSSessionConfiguration -Name wpia1 -StartupScript `
>> $pwd/Initialize-ComplexConstrainedHMConfiguration.ps1.ps1 -Force
>>
WSManConfig: Microsoft.WSMan.Management\WSMan::localhost\Plugin
Name
---wpia1

Type
---Container

Keys
---{Name=wpia1}

NOTE In practice, you wouldn’t normally bother to re-create the endpoint because the script is actually loaded and run each time a session
starts. It’s sufficient to simply edit the script and then start a new connection to test your changes (existing connections will remain unaffected).

Start an interactive remoting session with this new configuration:
PS (3) > Enter-PSSession localhost -ConfigurationName wpia1
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This time it succeeds without any problems. You can run Get-Command to get the list
of available commands in the session:
[localhost]: PS>Get-Command
CommandType
----------Function
Function
Function
Function
Function
Function
Function
Function

Name
---Exit-PSSession
Get-Command
Get-FormatData
Get-HealthModel
Get-Help
Measure-Object
Out-Default
Select-Object

Definition
---------[CmdletBinding()]...
[CmdletBinding()]...
[CmdletBinding()]...
...
[CmdletBinding()]...
[CmdletBinding()]...
[CmdletBinding()]...
[CmdletBinding()]...

Now try running the Get-HealthModel function:
[localhost]: PS>Get-HealthModel
Name
---FreeSpace
PageFaults
Date
TopWS
TopCPU

Value
----359284412416
215576420
2/26/2010 10:05:30 PM
{System.Diagnostics.Process (svchos...
{System.Diagnostics.Process (sqlser...

It works as expected. Now exit the session by calling exit:
[localhost]: PS>exit
The syntax is not supported by this runspace. This might be because
it is in no-language mode.
+ CategoryInfo
:
+ FullyQualifiedErrorId : ScriptsNotAllowed

You get an error. This error occurs because you’re in NoLanguage mode and exit is a
keyword. You haven’t seen this before because you haven’t done interactive remoting
with a constrained session before. The solution to this is to use the Exit-PSSession
function that was defined as part of the standard set of proxy functions:
[localhost]: PS>Exit-PSsession

Now import this session:
PS (6) > $s = New-PSSession localhost -ConfigurationName wpia1
PS (9) > Import-PSSession $s
ModuleType Name
ExportedCommands
---------- ------------------Script
tmp_9bed4009-478e-4e91... Get-HealthModel
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The import worked, so you can call Get-HealthModel:
PS (10) > Get-HealthModel
Name
---Date
TopWS
PageFaults
TopCPU
FreeSpace

Value
----2/26/2010 10:52:36 PM
{System.Diagnostics.Process (svchos...
217681970
{System.Diagnostics.Process (sqlser...
360739450880

It works just like a local command. The details of remoting are hidden.
Let’s step back and think about what you’ve accomplished here. With about 40
lines of script, you’ve defined a secure remote service. And of these 40 lines, most of
them are a boilerplate preamble. Just paste them at the beginning of the configuration script and then add the additional functions to define the services you want to
expose.
From the users’ perspective, by using Import-PSSession they’re able to install
the necessary client software to use this service simply by connecting to the service.
Constrained sessions combined with implicit remoting results in an extremely
flexible system, allowing you to create precise service boundaries with very little
server-side code and no client code. Consider how much code would be required to
create an equivalent service using alternate technologies!
And with this, we’ve come to end of our coverage of the remoting features in
PowerShell.

13.3

SUMMARY
In this chapter, we looked at a PowerShell remoting from the service or application
creator’s point of view. The goal of the chapter was to show you how to create a custom service using the remoting capabilities.
To make sure you have the necessary background and context for building this
service, we explored how PowerShell remoting works. Topics included the following:
• Describing the PowerShell remoting protocol stack, which includes HTTP and
WSMan
• Managing WSMan using cmdlets and the WSMan: drive
• Authenticating both the target computer and the incoming user connecting to
the service
• Understanding various issues related to addressing the target computer
• Ensuring the reliability of your services by managing resource consumption
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Next, you started to build your service. You began by looking at the fan-in and fanout service architectures. Then we covered the following:
•
•
•
•

Creating custom configurations and remoting endpoints
Configuring an endpoint with a startup script
Controlling who has access to the endpoint using ACLs
Constraining a session by controlling the set of commands visible to users connecting to the endpoint
• Controlling the flavor of PowerShell that’s available to the endpoint user
• Using a startup script in a custom configuration that sets up the necessary constraints for the application
• Configuring the session so that implicit remoting can be used with the endpoint
PowerShell remoting and the underlying technologies are both broad and deep areas.
In this chapter and the previous one, we’ve covered most of the features of the technologies and how they can be applied. The next chapter explores errors and exceptions.
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